Meningiomas infiltrating the superior sagittal sinus: surgical considerations of 328 cases.
The aim of the study was to discuss our management strategy and results of patients affected by meningiomas infiltrating the superior sagittal sinus. We describe 328 patients with meningiomas that were infiltrating the superior sagittal sinus. All the patients were surgically treated. Patients with meningioma involving the anterior segment of the sinus underwent total sinus resection. Patients with meningioma that was infiltrating the middle and posterior third of the sinus had a complete sinus removal if the dural sinus was completely obliterated by meningioma and incomplete removal if the sinus was not occluded. The tumour removal was grade I according to Simpson's grading system in 193 cases and grade II or III in the remainder. The superior longitudinal sinus was totally resected in 215 patients and marginally resected in 113. The tumour reappeared in 38 patients. The number of re-interventions did not affect clinical outcome. The extent of removal significantly influenced the regrowth or recurrence rate. Our results suggest that the risks of aggressive surgery, with sinus reconstruction, may be avoided, and conservative surgery for meningiomas that are infiltrating but not obliterating the superior sagittal sinus may be a reasonable choice.